The
Courses

Clyne

Fairwood Park

The course consists of two separate
loops of 9 holes - virtually a figure of 8 with the result that there is no crossing
and a minimum of congestion.
The course offers a challenging test of
golf to all handicap levels and has been
recently lengthened to 6,432 yards with
a par 72 & sss 72, offering wonderful
views over Swansea Bay and the Bristol
Channel. The course was designed by
H.S.Colt & Harries, and the club was
		
founded in 1921.

At 6,700 yards, Fairwood Park is the
longest parkland and flattest golf course
on Gower and is also the only club in the
Swansea area to have hosted Welsh PGA
Championship events.

Moorland course with a links feel

A good test of parkland golf

There’s a bewildering array of trees that
line this rolling Par 73 course, continually
lying in wait to punish the wayward tee
shot, not forgetting a plethora of lakes
and strategically placed bunkers. Buggy
hire is available at this Hawtree-designed
course, which was founded in 1969.

2 nights, 3 rounds from £150pp
3 nights, 4 rounds from £210pp

The
Packages
• The price includes twin /
double share accommodation,
breakfast and golf.
• Single room supplement
available on request
• Supplement applies for
weekends and playing
Pennard or Langland with
certain packages

• Nearest course only 5 minutes away, furthest only 15 minutes
• Mix of Links, Parkland and Heathland Courses
• Historic Seaside location
• Variety of nightlife
• Views over Swansea Bay
The Mumbles Mile package is named after the historic Mumbles
seafront collection of 26 pubs, where many ”brave souls” fell by the
wayside attempting the age old tradition of a drink in each one! While
not all the pubs survive today, you are left with a fine selection of
restaurants, bars, shops and, of course, the welsh home of Catherine
Zeta Jones along classic Mumbles seafront.
The accommodation is based at The Carlton Hotel, within easy
distance of all Mumbles attractions yet providing a comfortable
base for the travelling golfer. The furthest golf course is only 15
minutes drive away from here and you are free to choose from a
mixture of links, heathland and parkland courses, all measuring
over 6,000 yards.

Gower

Pennard

The Gower Golf Club was designed by the
highly respected Donald Steel, whose 18
hole layout threads its way through rolling
terrain to create a spectacular challenge
offering dramatic vistas from several
vantage points that look out over the
South Wales landscape.

Golf has been played at Pennard since
1896 and owes most of its appeal to
James Braid and then to C.K. Cotton. It
has been rated the 3rd best course in
Wales and 55th in the UK. The course
has now been extended to 6809 yards
off the Championship tees. The holes are
routed over classically undulating and
tumbling linksland, full of hummocks,
hillocks, and hollows, and pocked with
dunes large and small. The course is
often referred to as ‘The Links in the Sky’,
as it lies 200 feet high above the shore.

An inland course that has hosted
county matches

Opened in 1997 the Par71 course stands
at 6441yds and has swiftly established
itself among the golfing elite in the area.

A challenging cliff top links, ideal
for lovers of links golf

Langland

A scenic meadowland course
Founded in 1904, Langland Bay Golf Club
is ideally located over lush meadowland
across sprawling clifftops.
The Gower Peninsula is the UK’s first
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
and the outlooks from the course take
in two of its finest bays, Langland and
Caswell. Come sunshine or rain, birdies
at Langland are there to be savoured by
golfers willing to challenge and respect
the course in equal measure.

2 nights, 3 rounds from £140pp
3 nights, 4 rounds from £200pp

2 nights, 3 rounds from £175pp
3 nights, 4 rounds from £250pp

• All courses within 5 miles of each other

• All courses within 5 miles of each other

• Mix of Links, Parkland and Heathland Courses

• Mix of Links, Parkland and Heathland Courses

• Rural location on the Gower

• City Centre location
• Spa & Leisure Facilities

The Golf on Gower packages offer quality golf and hotel
accommodation all in a compact cluster offering golf breaks in
Britain’s first “Area of Outstanding natural beauty.”
The accommodation is 4* guest accommodation at Gower
Golf Club. It has 11 en-suite bedrooms based in two barn
conversions adjacent to the main clubhouse.
The Beacons Restaurant offers top quality products, freshly
prepared and served in a comfortable ambience. Most of their
fayre is locally produced and provides a regional flavour from
the Gower Peninsula. Included in these dishes are welsh lamb,
cockles and laverbread, fish landed fresh at Swansea and a
number of other products with local flavour.

• Fine Dining Restaurants
The Dragon Challenge packages allow the golfer to contrast
panoramic golf with the vibrancy of a hotel located in the
heart of Swansea’s city centre.
The Dragon Hotel is the perfect base being within walking
distance of Swansea’s many and varied shops, café
quarter and bars. The Hotel is also in the enviable position
of having an AA Rosette-Rate Restaurant which features
modern European style cuisine. During your stay you can
also benefit from the use of the Dragon Health and Fitness
Club with its advanced Precor Gymnasium, 18m heated
indoor swimming pool and saunas.

The Carlton Hotel

Gower Guest Accommodation

The Dragon Hotel

Dragon Hotel
Gower Guest
Accommodation

Three Crosses, Gower
Located on the stunning Gower
Peninsula, Gower Golf Club with
its guest accommodation offers
a whole host of attractions for
golfers and non-golfers alike. It has
11 en-suite bedrooms based in 2
barn conversions adjacent to the
main clubhouse.

The Carlton Hotel

Mumbles
Located in the seaside village
of Mumbles, this 33 room hotel
offers B&B accommodation and
good food. A number of its
rooms offer great views over the
sweeping vista of Swansea Bay
and beyond.

The venue has an extensive bar,
pool table and Beacons restaurant
and is just a short taxi ride away
for those wanting to experience
the nightlife of either Mumbles
or the City.

Swansea
Recently voted The Best Large
Hotel in Swansea by Tourism
Swansea Bay, the 4 Star Dragon
Hotel, located in the heart of
Swansea city centre provides
excellent accommodation, superb
leisure facilities and is within
walking distance of the city’s
key amenities, attractions, shops
and vibrant nightlife. The hotels’
leisure club features an 18-metre
indoor swimming pool, male and
female saunas, a state-of-the-art
gymnasium. The Hotels’ Brasserie
Restaurant is the proud recipient of
an AA Rosette award.

Drive times to Golf on Gower:

We are situated just 10 minutes from the M4 motorway

From Bristol:		
From Birmingham:
From Reading:		

1 hour 30 minutes
2 hours 30 minutes
2 hours 40 minutes

*All distances are approximate times

In Association with

Call our golf package advisor for prices
and further information on:

0800 083 29 83
info@golfongower.co.uk

www.golfongower.co.uk
The finest Golf breaks on the gower Peninsula

The Gower
Peninsula

